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ABSTRACT 

The accuracy of reactivity meters is usually checked with a reactor 
kinetic simulator operating to an accuracy exceeding the expected accuracy 
of the neasurinq device. The present report describes a method to evaluate 
accuracy by comparing the response R(t) of the reactivity meter to a given 
function n(t) with the value of the reactivity function r(t) calculated from 
the same input function instead of using the input reference signal r(t) to 
the simulator with the output signal R(t) from the reactivity meter. 
This method has been successfully used by applying sawtooth and exponential 
input signals for the determination of the accuracy of reactivity meters 
developed in the Central Research Institute for Physics. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Для контроля точности измерителя реактивности обычно используется такой 
симулятор кинетики реактора, точность которого превосходит ожидаемую точность 
измерителя реактивности. Э данной работе дается определение точности измери
теля реактивности не при сравнении сигнала симулятора r(t) с сигналом, изме
ренным измерителем реактивности R(t), а при сравнении теоретического ответно
го сигнала r T e o p(t) и ответного сигнала R(t) измерителя реактивности на данный входной сигнал n(t). Предлагаемый измерительный метод успешно применялся, 
используя в качестве входного сигнала пилообразный и экспоненциальный сигналы 
для определения точности измерителя реактивности, разработанного в Централь
ном институте физических исследований (ЦИФИ) ВАН. 

KIVONAT 

A reaktivitásmérők pontosságának meghatározásához egy olyan szimulátorra 
van szükség, amely a reaktor kinetikus visel.'cedését pontosabban modellezi, 
mint a reaktivitásmérS várt pontossága. A cikkben egy olyan hitelesítési eljá
rást ismertetünk, ahol adott n(t) reaktivitásmérő bemenőjelhez a szimulátor 
bemenőjelét r(t) egy számított r t e o r(t) jellel helyettesítjük,és az r t e o r<t) 
jellel hasonlítjuk össze a reaktivitásmérS R(t) kimenő jelét. Az általunk ja
vasolt módszert sikeresen alkalmaztuk lineáris és exponenciális bemenőjelet 
használva, a KFKI-ban kifejlesztett reaktivitásmérő pontosságának meghatáro
zására. 



INTRODUCTION 
The usefulness of the point kinetic approximation in nuclear reactor tech

niques results from the fact that it permits the reactivity to be evaluated to 
a practically sufficient accuracy even from the average neutron count rate 
measured with one or more detectors. 

Since the early sixties an ever increasing number of reports have dealt 
with reactivity meters operating on the analogue principle based on the so-called 
inverse-kinetic model which can be derived from the point kinetic equations of 
the reactor [1-4 ]. The seventies witnessed the advent and ever more extensive use 
of so-called digital reactivity measurements utilizing computers. This was made 
possible by the fast increase in computer technical tools and stimulated by new 
requirements in reactor physical research such as the evaluation of reactivity 
dependence on technological parameters, reactivity determination from noise analy
sis [5-7], etc. 

Ever since the appearance of reactivity measuring ir «truments has been necess
ary to cope with the problem of how to check the accuracy of the measuring device, 
especially during reactor operation. 

The accuracy is affected above all by two uncertainties: 
- The actual reactor operation is described by the point kinetic model 
only to a limited accuracy; 

- The errors arising from the electronics or from the software of the in
strument operating on the principle of the point kinetic model. 

Some errors arising from the first uncertainty - essentially problems of ap
plication - can be minimized by choosing the physical constants 16,,I ,A./ on the 
basis of theoretical considerations or by making use of empirical relations con
sidering the limits of applicability. 

The errors due to the second uncertainty are nowadays evaluated by use of a 
point kinetic reactor simulator which operates with the same physical constants 
as those of the reactivity meter '.firj. Ц [8]. 
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Figure 1. 
Calibration of reactivity mete.' 

by reactor simulator 

When using this method, the 
power sample signal N/t/ given 
by the simulator in response to 
a reactivity sample signal r/t/ 
is fed to the reactivity meter 
input. The accuracy of the re
activity meter is evaluated by 

comparing the measured reactivity R/t/ appearing on the output in response to 
N/t/ to the function r/t/. In practice, however, a simulator of high accuracy is 
not always available. 

In the following, we describe a calibration method where the accuracy of 
the reactivity meter is checked by feeding linearly or exponentially varying test 
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signals N,"t/ to its input /Fig. 2/. 

Figur« Z. 
Calibration of reaot'-Vity meter 

by funotion generator 

2. SOLUTION OF POINT KINETIC EQUATIONS FOR APPLIED TEST SIGHALS 
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the device from the function of the re

activity R/t/ measured on the meter output the r/t/ function expected for fail-
-safe operation should be calculated from the point kinetic equations of the re
actor. Since most reactivity meters compute the reactivity In $ units it is ad
visable to determine the r=gß— relative reactivity instead of the p absolute re
activity. 

If we express r"»P - from the Nordhelm point kinetic equationst 
,« л . í dC. 

' - £ i - аЫЬАМ -s' ^eff 
ic 4 B. 

(2) 

where 
n - neutron density 
p - absolute value of the reactivity 
r - reactivity in $ 

I* - average lifetime of neutrons 
C, - density of the j delayed neutron precursor group 
S - average yield of the neutron sources 

B, - fraction of the j delayed neutron group 
J th 

\, - decay constant of the j delayed neutron group 
б 

*eff " U) 
The standards for the cal ibration method are the solut ions r / t / of the 

Nordhelm equations, which one obtains in the case of e i ther l inear ly or expo
nential ly varying excit ing functions n / t / . 

2.1 Linear neutron flux signal 

Let us deduce the shape of the r / t / react iv i ty function corresponding to the 
neutron flux-shape shown in Fig. i. 

Substituting n-nQ+at into Eq. /2 / , we get 
dC, В 
-d t - -?<V a t »- x j c J < 3 ) 
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Figur« 3. 
Linear /a/ and exponential /Ъ/ function of 

the neutron flux and ite mathematical interpretation 

The solution of the d i f f eren t ia l equation / 3 / i s of the font 

В t 
C. = A.e J + E.t • D. (4) 

if tne coefficients in the above two equations satisfy the relationships 

J A..I «? r^fX? + c < ( 0 ) ' (5) 

B j « -x j 

D3 - :Кт7>ХГ a. 1 

j J 

(6) 

(7) 

t V j 

(8) 

Substituting the relationships /5/-/S/ into /4/, and the resulting equation 
into /1/, we obtain the following function 

:W-*eff (V a t ) j-1 3 3 t* о л x t . (9) 

ith in the above expression, c./o/ denotes the density of the j delayed 
neutron precursor group at the moment when the power begins to change. These 
are determined by assuming that before t-0, the reactor power had been at the 
constant level n»n for a long time. 

After substituting n«n , let us seek the solution of Eq./2/ in the form 
Cj-A.e ^*>D.. We omit the details of the calculation which leads to the rela
tionship 

ei no "*-!* e i n o (10) 
ХЛ Xi» 
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Nhen t • ", С. tend* t o the value С. /о/ appearing i n B q . / 9 / : 

С (о) - - Ц 
3 V 

Substituting /11/ into /10/, and taking S-O, we get 
б Р ч 

(11) 

l a 
P . f f ( n o + e t » 

1+ Í — ^ d - e 3 ) (12) 

In Ft0. 4, the relationship /12/ i s graphically shown for different s lopes 
of the l inear power function n / t / . I t i s c l ear ly seen that the height and p o s i 
t ion of the мах lams of the plot are functions of the shape of the power change. 
There i s no c lose exact relationship for the extremua but numerical Methods are 
reasonably e f f e c t i v e . 

at»at>Os 

Figur« 4. 
"a" parameter dependence of the ehape of rjtheor 
reeponee function» to a linear teat eignol" 

2.2 Exponential neutron flux s ignal 

If we substitute the expression n-n^"* shown in Fig. tb into Bq./2/ 

dC. e 4 n 

The solution of the d i f ferent ia l equation /13/ i s of f i e form 

ut (14) 

if the following relationships hold between the coefficients of the two equations 
P j n o A, - C, (o)- -J-£ 

3 3 ira.-f«) 
(15) 



Bj - -Aj (1«) 

D. - . Í° (17) 

Substituting the relationship« /15/-/17/ Into /14/, and then the obtained result 
into /1/ 

f 
1%"°* 

r " 6 „n eff о 
„t * Г в4п_ -X^t ывдП_ 

о • E к ( i д о - с, (о)). * i j ° «** -S 
j-lL -1 I (A.-**) 3 I (A..-N.) J Í "' * "*j 

(18) 

C./ol is given by relationship /11/ if we U N M again that prior to the change 
the neutron flux had been at tho level n>>. for a long time. 

The stationary value r/«/ of the reactivity, which is characteristic of the 
process, can be determined by taking lim in the relationship /18/ 

М^Л«-» •eff 

In Fig. S the relationship /18/ is plotted for different values of и. 

3. ГАЫ BRATION OF THE REACTIVITY METER 
For nomenclature and definitions of parameters to be necked when calibrat

ing the reactivity meters see [8]. The most important parameters are: 
General definition of the error in percent 

Error • l r r ^ e a e u z e d v a l u e " expected value measuring range 
Mensurement errors E of the following type can be defined depending on the kind 
of the n/t/ input signal and the r/t/ expected output signal 

- Zero level stability - E . 
* sta 

Input signal: n/t/ « constant 
Expected output signalt r/t/ «• О 

- Static error - E . 
Input signal: n/t/ - variable 
Expected output signal« r/t/ £ constant 

- Dynamic error - E. 
Input signal: n/t/ » variable 
Expected output signal: well-defined variable signal /e.g. a given change 

•n the signal level within a given time/. 
At a low n/t/ power level the measuring accuracy of reactivity meters very 

much depends on the so-called source term compensation. The error E g of the com
pensation should be measured at a power level n "constant. In this case the com
pensation error Is caused by the deviation of the reactivity meter output signal 
from the well-defined reactivity value r /n,S/. 

Other Important parameters of the reactivity meter 
- Error of change of the measuring range - E___ A parameter characteristic 
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Figure 6. 
Shape of the reactivity funation computed aeeuming 
linearly /a/ and exponentially /b/ varying power 
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of the difference between R end R 1 ± 1 Measured In the 1 t h end /lil/**1 

range. 
Parameters characteristic of the reactivity meter accuracy 
- Long-term stability - Б 
- Temperature stability - E_ 
- Hains stability - E u 

- Sensitivity to the stains frequency - E F 
In addition to the above parameters, a number of characteristics of reac

tivity steter* are defined in [8]. 
In order to determine these parameters, one always needs the use of a 

standard which corresponds to accurate functioning; in the citeu reference this 
is provided by a reactor simulator. 

In particular, we suggest that the functions r't/ obtained from equations 
/12/ and /18/ which we derived in Section 2, be used as standards for calibra
tion. 

The procedure requires that the linear or exponential measuring signals 
n/t/, as shown in Fig. 3, be fed to the Input of the reactivity meter. Before 
starting the variation of the test signal, an n -constant level of duration of 
approximately 100 s has to be fed to the input of the reactivity meter. By the 
end of such an interval of time, the deviation of the measured reactivity from 
zero must not exceed the zero level error E_t_> 

3.1 Calibration with linear test signal 
If we vary the slope of the linear test signal, the shape of function /12/ 

changes in the manner shown in Fig. 4. These curves take their maximum value of 
r. at time t , after the beginning of the change. The vaiues of t . and f. 
depend on parameters n and "a" of the test signal and of the reactor physical 
constants IX.,p.,t /, 

It is advisable -o use such a test signal for determining the static errors. 
Such a test signal has a small "a" slope and starts from a comparatively high n 
level, since for these the expected reactivity function r/t/. has a small slope 
in a large enough neighbourhood of t ,, and the effect of the time delay of the 
device is negligible. Figure Sa shows such a curve, r. is eminently suitable to 
be used as a standard value of reactivity which is indispensable for the deter
mination of the static error. 

The dynamic parameters have to be determined with a test signal of a large 
slope "a", which starts from a low level n . Using th* nrtf-̂ tloni of Fig. S, one 
of the condlMone of the measurement can be stated as 

t r » t; 

In this case the setting time Is, for any practical purpose, t . 
Finally let us consider the measurement error due to the error of the slope 

of the test signal generator. 



Figur* 6. 
Determination of the dynamic parameter* 

with linear t**t »ignal 

From the above expression It transpire« that a change Да of the slope causes 
at most а maximum change of — in the measured reactl.„ty and it follows that in 
order to determine the accuracy of the device it is sufficient to use a test 
signal the slope of which is known by an order of magnitude better than the ex
pected accuracy of the device. 

3.2 Calibration with exponential test signal 
The theoretical stationary value of reactivity can be obtained from the re

lationship /18/ by taking |£g: 

r(-) ft «# 1. 4i 5ff «V* (21) 

The first term represents the effect of the prompt neutrons, while the sum 
corresponds to the effect of the delayed neutron groups. 

The relative weights of the individual terms are given by the following ex
pressions r ^ z del 

FFT. Pt l'jil 5^ 
(22) 

r(-) 
T=T del 1 del j 5J (̂ -H.) (23) 

It is readily seen that a shift in » changes -he relative weights of the 
individual groups. Table J givas the reactivity values corresponding to the in
dividual terms for different values of a. 
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Table 2. 

u 0.2 e _ 1 o.i . - 1 0.O5 я'1 O.02 в" 1 O.Ol в - 1 

r l 'prompt о.з t O.IS ф 0.08 * О.ОЗ 4 O.Ol * 

' ( - » l 0.26 ф 0.13 * 0.07 ф О.ОЗ * O.Ol 4 

r<-) 2 1.72 ф 0.93 * 0.48 * 0 .2 4 O.I * 

r ( - ) 3 15.78 é 9.85 4 5.63 é 2.46 * 1.27 4 

r ( - ) 4 12.5« 4 9.25 d 6.06 ф 2.98 * 1.61 * 

r ( - ) 5 10.98 d 16.76 4 13.58 d 0.66 4 5.4 * 

'«-»в 3.09 d 2.91 * 2.62 * 2.02 * 1.46 ф 

r(-) 52.69 ф 39.98 * 28.52 ф 16.38 4 9.86 * 

Inspection of the relationship* /22, 23/ and of Table 1 reveals that it is advis
able to carry out the calibration process with several test signals having dif
ferent values of the parameter u. 

If one wants to determine the static errors with an exponential test signal, 
the standard signal to be used for calibration is the stationary value of reac
tivity r/-/ IFig. 71. 

If the frequency of the test signal generator changes by Ды the correspond
ing change in r/»/ is given by the xpression 

dr 
r 

A W t- aw (24) 

We can see that the relative change in the expected reactivity is always smaller 
than the relative change of u, so it is certainly sufficient to know the angular 
frequency w an order magnitude better than the expected accuracy of the device. 

G^ujfc»«^ 

i'ijurn 7. 
:;haj>'- of '»;<' ;'•('; •' fi".' v't/ a.tsumi'ritj ;oü:r 

vnri'ablv.e of <liff<T'-.".' angular fraiu'incirs u 
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4. EXPERIENCE IN USING THE CALIBRATION METHOD 
The Central Research Institute for Physics has a long standing tradition in 

computerized off-line reactivity measurements. However, the nuclear program gave 
rise to the need for establishing the practice of on-line type reactivity measure
ments. After careful consideration .researchers and constructors came to the con
clusion that more complex and expensive digital reactivity meters have to be used 
for research in reactor physics which demands higher accuracy and sophisticated 
post evaluation of the data, while a cheaper analogue reactivity meter has to be 
developed for continuous monitoring during research work or at the site of power 
plant reactors. 

The problem of the determination of accuracy became apparent when the two re
activity maters previously constructed gave measurement results showing a few per
cent discrepancy. It was at that time that we worked out the calibration method 
described here. Subsequent experience has corroborated the ideas of the measuring 
process to such an extent that we have now introduced modules producing linear 
and logarithmic test signals for reactivity meters. A computer program evaluates 
the function r/t/ for arbitrary parameters. 
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